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A conjunction of acute food and fuel shortages, popular 
frustration, and increasing state-sponsored brutality are 
driving the crisis in Zimbabwe into a new and dangerous 
phase, threatening a complete shutdown of the Zimbabwean 
economy with deeply destabilizing consequences for the 
country itself and the surrounding region. Absent an 
effective negotiated compact between the ruling Zimbabwe 
African National Union–Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) and the 
opposition Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), with 
broad civil society input, Zimbabwe may become the 
world’s newest collapsed state. In a worst-case scenario, the 
country’s current economic convulsions could lead to 
massive internal violence and unrest and a flood of political 
and economic refugees into the surrounding region. 
 
The burgeoning threat posed by Zimbabwe is becoming ever 
more apparent to its neighbors and defenders, especially 
South Africa, which, if the worst-case scenario materializes, 
will be called upon ultimately to respond with assistance in 
providing fuel and food, haven for refugees, and possibly 
even to intervene militarily to restore order. South Africa 
and the surrounding region appear to be coming to grips 
with the fact that things in Zimbabwe are getting worse, not 
better; that left unchecked, the current trajectory is heading 
swiftly toward collapse; and that a collapsed Zimbabwe will 
pose a colossal threat to their own national interests. 
 
Paradoxically, the deepening of the Zimbabwean crisis is 
producing a convergence in international perceptions of the 
nature of the crisis and its implications, a convergence that 
carries with it a renewed possibility for concerted 
international efforts in support of positive change. Key 
African leaders, who in the past may have been loath to 

condemn President Robert Mugabe’s motives, can no longer 
fail to acknowledge his policies’ disastrous effects. These 
developments present a fragile opportunity for southern 
African states, the United States, and the United Kingdom 
and its European Union partners to overcome past divisions 
and to work toward joint, coordinated action to deflect the 
Zimbabwean disaster from its current course. 

 

 
The South African position on Zimbabwe appears to be 
quietly shifting, perhaps fundamentally, in line with shifts by 
other important African states. There appears to be growing 
acknowledgment that the crux of the crisis lies in the 
subversion of human rights and the rule of law. President 
Thabo Mbeki claims that Pretoria has made clear to Harare 
that his government “would not agree with actions that deny 
the rights of Zimbabweans to protest peacefully, 
democratically.” There is a renewed search within the 
African National Congress (ANC) for new ideas on how to 
deal with the crisis. President Mbeki last week told 
journalists in Botswana that he and other Southern African 
Development Community (SADC) leaders had told Mugabe 
they did not agree with how he has handled the country’s 
land dispute. South African civil society is becoming more 
galvanized on the Zimbabwe crisis—Archbishop 
Njongonkulu Ndungane of Cape Town has stepped forward 
with proposals to revive talks between Mugabe’s 
government and the MDC. Businesses in South Africa and 
Mozambique are increasingly feeling the impact of 
Zimbabwe’s worsening crises and expressing frustration 
with their respective governments’ conciliatory approach. 
Nigerian president Olusegun Obasanjo has said that Mugabe 
must start considering his exit from power. The SADC will 
send a task force to meet with ZANU-PF officials next week 
to investigate allegations of gross human rights abuses, 
media repression, and the collapse of the economy. Senior 
leadership within the New Partnership for African 
Development (NEPAD) acknowledges that the situation in 
Zimbabwe is undermining continent-wide efforts and, 
according to one senior official, making a “joke” of the 
African-led initiative. 
 
Further afield, the commonwealth, despite objections from 
South Africa and other African countries, has extended 
Zimbabwe’s membership suspension until December 2003. 
The European Union has put Zimbabwe on the agenda of the 
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upcoming EU-African Caribbean and Pacific States Joint 
Parliamentary Assembly session in Brazzaville, Congo. The 
United Nations in October 2002 rebuked the Zimbabwean 
political and military elite for their collusion in plundering 
resources from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 
The German parliament is urging its government to raise the 
issue of Zimbabwe within the UN Security Council. 
 
The United States, despite the overwhelming attention paid 
to the war on Iraq, has remained surprisingly engaged at 
high levels on Zimbabwe. In early March, President George 
Bush invoked the International Emergency Economic 
Powers Act (IEEPA) to impose sanctions against Mugabe 
and his close associates, and shortly thereafter the U.S. State 
Department issued a damning report on Zimbabwe, blaming 
Mugabe for “reducing a once promising nation with a bright 
future to a state of ruin, desolation, and isolation.” The State 
Department “strongly condemned” the Zimbabwean 
government’s “massive retribution campaign” and the 
“unprecedented violence” unleashed against opposition 
officials, supporters, and other critics of the regime, 
following the two-day MDC-organized work stoppage in 
mid-March. 
 
Within Zimbabwe, looming economic collapse has produced 
overt new divisions and realignments within the ruling 
ZANU-PF government and its security apparatus, as access 
to dwindling economic resources foments intraparty 
competition. The MDC, which some had written off as a 
spent and defeated force, orchestrated a crippling two-day 
general strike in mid-March and is threatening further mass 
actions if the government fails to meet what are its relatively 
moderate political demands. Despite massive rigging and 
voter intimidation by the ZANU-PF government, the MDC 
last week won critical by-elections in two Harare 
constituencies. Over the past year, the MDC has withstood 
unremitting assault by the ZANU-PF government, but 
despite intimidation and violence perpetrated against its 
members and supporters, the MDC has successfully 
demonstrated that it still garners broad-based popular 
support. 
 
This critical moment presents an opportunity for key African 
governments, Western powers, and UN authorities to come 
together with a clear common objective to end the current 
impasse in Zimbabwe and avert a full-blown regional 
catastrophe. The objective should be a negotiated agreement 
between ZANU-PF and the MDC, with civil society input, 
on a political transition in Zimbabwe that includes a post-
Mugabe transitional mechanism that provides time to 
establish new legislation that restores freedom of speech and 

assembly, law and order, and the groundwork for a free and 
fair election. The aim is to create the conditions in which the 
Zimbabwean people themselves can democratically choose 
their government. To date, there has been no discernible 
common goal around which African and Western leaders 
could rally. Recent events appear to have changed that. 
 
The African Union (AU) is best positioned to spearhead a 
negotiating effort, if the South African government is 
prepared to provide strong and impartial leadership, and if 
the AU effort is backed by substantial international 
diplomatic and financial resources targeted to push the 
parties towards political compromise. The agreement might 
include a retirement “package” for President Mugabe and a 
clear succession plan that would guide the transitional 
administration as it lays the groundwork for new elections. 
 
The process should be backed with solid international 
guarantees for respect for human rights, elections, and 
security, and with closely coordinated international pressures 
and inducements, including adequate assistance in restoring 
the basic viability of the Zimbabwean state and economy, 
including in the first instance food, gasoline, and electric 
power. Further economic development and investment will 
depend on performance in the areas of governance and 
economic reform, but the international community should do 
its best to pre-position such interventions should things 
move in a positive direction. The transitional administration 
will need to include a substantial number of MDC ministers, 
with civil society representation as well. Serious power 
sharing, with real decisionmaking input and authority 
assumed by MDC officials, is an essential starting point for 
negotiations. Zimbabwe’s parliamentary committees, which 
have a solid record of bipartisanship, could play a lead role 
in coordinating and drafting new legislation in the transition 
period. In this scenario, elected committee chairs would need 
to operate independently of the speaker and his staff, who 
are appointed by Mugabe. 

Difficult Road Ahead 
There is no question that achieving a negotiated settlement 
will be difficult and require sustained effort by multiple 
parties acting in concert. 
 
To date, there has been little consensus between the West 
and key African states on either defining the problem or 
crafting an approach to resolve it. Mugabe deftly played the 
race card in the early phase of the crisis, justifying violent 
white commercial farm seizures as a legitimate program to 
redress racial inequities in land distribution and portraying 
the MDC opponents as agents of external, Western interests. 
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Neighboring countries with unresolved land and race issues 
of their own were loath to condemn Mugabe’s tactics for 
fear of unleashing a domestic backlash among their own 
disgruntled populations. 
 
Now, however, the issue of race and land can no longer be 
presented as central. Most white commercial farming 
operations in Zimbabwe have ceased. Only a handful of 
white Zimbabweans have been killed in the last two years. 
By contrast, scores of black Zimbabweans have died because 
of political violence, thousands have been tortured, hundreds 
of thousands displaced, and over 7 million of Zimbabwe’s 
12 million people require emergency food handouts, which 
the government continues to use as a political weapon. 
Seventy percent of Zimbabweans are unemployed, and over 
one-third of Zimbabwe’s adult population is HIV-infected. 
Other southern African countries face drought conditions 
similar to Zimbabwe’s and suffer from comparable HIV 
prevalence rates, but none faces the catastrophic 
humanitarian crisis that the Zimbabwean government’s 
economic and political policies have produced. 
 
Encouraging U.S.-South African collaboration may also be 
difficult. Washington and Pretoria have not seen eye to eye 
on a number of issues in recent years—Zimbabwe has been 
notable among them. Differences of opinion on the war on 
Iraq have been particularly intense and may dampen the 
spirit of collaboration that will be necessary to move a 
Zimbabwe process forward. Some elements within South 
Africa’s ruling ANC have been reluctant to support 
empowerment of the MDC, fearing the emergence of a 
similar labor and civil society–based party in South Africa 
itself. Further, they are sensitive to the domestic charge that 
they are being pressed by the United States and United 
Kingdom to carry out Western political objectives, which 
makes more difficult South Africa’s ability to work with the 
United States toward a power-sharing agreement. South 
Africa’s other pressing external commitments, including its 
stewardship of peace processes in Burundi and Democratic 
Republic of Congo, already overstretch its capacities, and it 
may hence favor a less active role on Zimbabwe. The 
African Union too will need to be convinced that failure to 
take positive action on a negotiated settlement in Zimbabwe 
could spell a region-wide disaster. Both the AU and South 
Africa have focused their most active diplomatic efforts on 
crises in Central Africa, despite continuing criticism from 
the West about their lack of effort on Zimbabwe. 
 
On the U.S. side, there is a danger that the administration 
will be distracted by war and reconstruction in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and be unwilling to devote adequate and 

sustained attention to the Zimbabwe crisis. Too, the U.S. 
administration will need to overcome its skepticism that 
South Africa and other SADC members will be able and 
willing to focus and act strategically on Zimbabwe. 
 
Nonetheless, there is now a real, albeit fragile, opportunity 
for concerted international effort, and with sustained and 
focused high-level attention, many of these obstacles can be 
overcome. 

Impending Collapse and Shifting 
Calculations within ZANU-PF 
International perceptions about the threat of state collapse in 
Zimbabwe are beginning to converge. At the same time, 
there has been a cognitive shift within the ZANU-PF cadre 
that may present a tentative toehold for external leverage. As 
the economy disintegrates and opportunities for enrichment 
diminish, and as the violence becomes ever more 
objectionable, top officials in the ruling party and the 
military are increasingly questioning the value and 
feasibility of staying the current course. This skepticism will 
likely increase divisions, as some line up firmly behind 
Mugabe and others position themselves for suzerainty in the 
post-Mugabe era. Shifting calculations may heighten the risk 
for open conflict and action by the military, or create the 
possibility of regional alliance building and a new flexibility 
in forging a negotiated solution. 
 
The ZANU-PF leadership has itself to blame for fissures 
now emerging within its ranks. Economic misrule has 
eroded one of the best functioning states and most 
diversified economies on the continent. The Zimbabwean 
government has nationalized productive assets, undermined 
markets, fixed prices, created rent-seeking opportunities for 
ruling-party officials, disinvested in human capacity 
building like education and health, and bankrupted the state 
treasury. Further, as the formal and informal security 
structures created to protect the leadership’s control over 
economic resources come into conflict with one another, 
they threaten to disintegrate from within. 
 
ZANU-PF has to date controlled violence through 
patronage. But the government’s ability to provide for the 
parallel security network that it has built up over the years is 
diminishing. This ruling-party creation—peopled by 
embittered war veterans and youth militias subject to few 
controls—may increasingly turn to predatory violence to 
replace state patronage, leaving the countryside even more 
destabilized and the cities increasingly vulnerable. 
 
ZANU-PF’s legacy of broken promises and its divide-and-
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conquer approach could stoke increasing violence within the 
informal security network itself. The ruling party’s 
preferential treatment of youth militias creates anger among 
war veterans, already resentful that the government has not 
fulfilled earlier pledges of land allocation. The legacy of 
impunity for crimes committed by these groups will further 
encourage cycles of violence, to the detriment of 
Zimbabwe’s civil population and perhaps to the ruling party 
itself. 
 
Divisions among the military, police, and intelligence forces, 
recently documented by the International Crisis Group and 
Africa Confidential, also unnerve the ruling-party leadership. 
Top officials in the military are already lining up behind 
opposing ZANU-PF factions. As the budgetary crisis 
worsens, nonpayment of salaries (already, many of the 2002 
ZANU-PF campaign promises to the military have not been 
fulfilled) could breed instability—or a military coup. If 
demands for payment intensify, aggravated by the 10,000 to 
12,000 troops recently returned from the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, units of Zimbabwean soldiers could 
become mercenaries in other conflicts in Africa or hired 
guns for Congolese economic interests. Zimbabwean 
interests in DRC diamond mines are concentrated in the 
hands of a few major actors. A UN panel of experts 
estimated in an October 2002 report that an elite network of 
Congolese and Zimbabwean political, military, and 
commercial interests has transferred at least $5 billion in 
assets from the DRC state mining sector to private 
companies. The panel describes plans by the Zimbabwean 
Defense Forces to set up new holding companies to disguise 
their continued commercial operations in the DRC. 
Increasing demands for a share of the profits in the ruling-
party patronage networks and the officer corps will ensure 
that these mining interests become an ever more divisive 
resource within ZANU-PF. 
 
Government policies have converted a heretofore-
manageable drought into a full-scale food crisis, with 
localized pockets of famine. If this spring’s harvest is as bad 
as the last and no changes are made in the tightly controlled 
and heavily manipulated commercial food distribution 
system, these small pockets of famine could be enlarged 
dramatically. The current stream of Zimbabweans seeking 
haven in South Africa, Botswana, and other neighboring 
countries could accelerate, and in a very short period, the 
region could see a million or more economic and political 
Zimbabwean migrants flee to the border areas of Botswana 
and South Africa. 
 

A shut down of Zimbabwe’s power supply may be the 
tipping point in Zimbabwe’s political crisis. Libya, which in 
the past has assisted Mugabe’s government in bridging fuel 
supplies, has seen little return on its previous investments 
and is unlikely to come to the rescue today. Cahora Bassa of 
Mozambique and Eskom of Africa in late March gave their 
Zimbabwean counterpart, the Zimbabwe Electricity Supply 
Authority (ZESA), an ultimatum. ZESA reportedly owes the 
two regional electricity companies $150 million. Unless they 
receive a down payment of $6.4 million, they are threatening 
to shut down supplies altogether. South Africa and 
Mozambique face the possibility that their governments will 
be compelled to underwrite emergency fuel and power to 
Zimbabweans to stave off disaster. The question will be 
whether their assistance will be conditioned on Mugabe’s 
ceding power and on ZANU-PF’s acquiescence to a 
negotiated transitional arrangement. 

Building a Process: What Role for the United 
States? 
A diplomatic strategy to build a viable negotiation process to 
walk Zimbabwe away from a hard crash will have two 
components. 
 
First it will require an increase in international pressure on, 
and inducements for, ZANU-PF to move toward a 
negotiated resolution. Multilateral debt relief, development 
and reconstruction assistance, technical support for 
rebuilding the economy, promotion of investment, and 
support for new land reform efforts, could be key incentives, 
which, if measurable progress is made, should be provided 
quickly in the form of a peace and democracy dividend. 
Incentives should be sequenced and calibrated in a way that 
encourages, to the extent possible, quick and tangible 
progress toward a sustained and functional transitional 
arrangement. The U.S. Zimbabwe Democracy and Economic 
Recovery Act, signed by President Bush in December 2001, 
provides a good potential foundation. 
 
More immediately, the United States must step up pressures 
of its own, steadily expanding the list of ZANU-PF–
associated individuals targeted in travel sanctions and asset 
freezes. The United States should make public—to Africa 
and the world—intelligence on Mugabe’s plunder of 
resources from the Democratic Republic of Congo and 
Zimbabwe itself, the inner workings of the regime, levels of 
corruption, ruling-party officials’ diversion of assets outside 
the country, the use of food as a weapon, and the real 
beneficiaries of the land reform. The United States should 
raise with the UN Security Council the issue of the use of 
food as a weapon and should support the UN World Food 
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Program in having monitors accompany its relief deliveries, 
a standard practice in many areas of concern around the 
world. It should support robust follow-up to the UN Security 
Council expert panel report on the illegal exploitation of 
resources in the DRC. 
 
The strategy’s second component should be to combine 
these external pressures and inducements with a new 
regionally driven diplomatic initiative aimed at bringing 
ZANU-PF and the MDC to the table, informed by past 
efforts but spearheaded by a new external actor, in order to 
bring new energy to the process. The African Union, under 
South African chairmanship, is currently the most viable 
candidate for this role. The AU has just launched a new 
Peace and Security Council, and in close coordination with 
the NEPAD leadership has signaled its desire to increase its 
efforts in conflict resolution and crisis response. Zimbabwe 
is a choice place to start. The United States could encourage 
the establishment of an AU task force on Zimbabwe, 
comprising key African stakeholders able to speak to both 
the MDC and ZANU-PF. This group could include, for 
example, South Africa, Ghana, Senegal, Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Angola, and Mozambique, a collection of countries 
that could provide some hope to both the government and 
the MDC that their particular concerns will be heard in any 
negotiation process. 
 
South Africa, the most important external actor on 
Zimbabwe and current president of the AU, is best 
positioned to lead the initiative. Despite Pretoria’s internal 
constraints, cited above, South Africa has the greatest 
leverage on the Zimbabwean government and the most to 
lose, aside from Zimbabweans themselves, if the current 
crisis deepens. South Africa has every interest in seeing a 
peaceful solution to the current impasse. It will need to 
recognize that any solution that shortchanges the MDC of 
real influence in a transitional arrangement will fail to 
guarantee peace and will likely be unsustainable. 
 
The United States can play a quiet but crucial role in 
supporting the creation of a negotiating process. As a first 
step, the U.S. government should initiate a high-level, 
discreet dialogue with South Africa and Nigeria to gain 
agreement and support for the concept of a new AU-led 
mediation effort backed by a new international framework of 
focused incentives and pressures. This will entail frank 
discussions on the continuing damage that the lack of 
progress in Zimbabwe is having on the NEPAD initiative, 
which both Mbeki and Obasanjo have championed. The 
United States should use its regional embassies and assets in 
Washington to lay out focused scenarios on potential 

outcomes in Zimbabwe. It should intensify a quiet 
engagement with South Africa that defines the Zimbabwe 
problem and its implications anew and gives South Africa 
space to act. 
 
UN leadership will also have a key role to play in supporting 
negotiations and encouraging Zimbabwe’s southern African 
neighbors and the AU to take a more active role in initiating 
a process. The United States and others should urge UN 
secretary general Kofi Annan, UNDP administrator Mark 
Malloch Brown, and World Food Program executive 
director James Morris to back the initiative and help craft the 
overall strategy. 
 
With other SADC countries and SADC as an institution, the 
United States should undertake quiet discussions about the 
impacts of Zimbabwe on its neighbors, sharing the potential 
scenarios and outlining their impacts on aid budgets and on 
international investor confidence in the region. It is crucial 
that other SADC countries go to South Africa and demand 
more robust action from Pretoria. The SADC investigative 
task force is a positive step in this direction. 
 
With Angola specifically, the United States should intensify 
a dialogue about working jointly on resolving the 
Zimbabwean crisis. As SADC president and member of the 
Security Council, as a provider of fuel and equipment, and 
as an ascendant regional and continental power, the Angolan 
government could be a major player on Zimbabwe. Luanda 
has an interest in seeing an orderly transition in Zimbabwe. 
It has access to Mugabe and carries less baggage and internal 
pressures than the South African government. Further, the 
Angolan government is eager to develop its foreign policy 
acumen in regional security issues. The U.S.-Angola 
bilateral dialogue is currently on a strong footing; 
opportunities for positive collaboration should be exploited. 
This dialogue, however, will have to be closely calibrated 
with that between the United States and South Africa to 
avoid unnecessary competition over diplomatic leadership. 
Angola should play an important supportive role, with South 
Africa, through the AU, maintaining the lead profile. 
 
To date, the international community has been deeply 
divided in its perceptions of the Zimbabwe crisis—both its 
causes and its potential regional implications. As a result, 
African and Western leaders until now have been talking 
past each other and have failed to come together on an 
acceptable and effective way to push Zimbabwe’s ruling 
party and opposition movement to a negotiated political 
agreement. Meanwhile, Zimbabwe’s steep downward 
trajectory is accelerating, and the possibility of economic 
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and political collapse is now starkly apparent. Key external 
actors—South Africa, the United States, the United 
Kingdom, and Nigeria—now need to put aside past 
differences and take a fresh look at the current state of play 
in Zimbabwe, putting new energy into forging a viable way 
forward. Collaboration will not necessarily be easy, but with 
leadership, patience, and careful crafting, it may offer the 
best and only chance to avert a devastating crash. 
 
J. Stephen Morrison is director and Jennifer Cooke is deputy 
director of the CSIS Africa Program. John Prendergast is 
codirector of the Africa Program of the International Crisis 
Group. Jessica Bowers, research assistant with the 
International Crisis Group, also contributed to this report. 
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